V49 Tailoring
1. Final Task Assignment:
Production of a men’s jacket.
Front


Supple with long darts



Ribbed patch pockets



Faux welt pocket on the left side



Front middle is rounded at the bottom



Elements sides

Back


Seam middle back with slit



Long sleeves with crease

Collar


Ribbed topstitched stand-up collar



The collar is to be inserted between the neck and the facing
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2. Allocated time: 6h00
6 hours of competition.

3. Procedure
Day -1 (March 24th): Contestants from the V49 Tailoring skill contest will be welcomed on the
contest stand by members of the jury. A briefing about the organization of the competition and
the safety rules will be arranged. Contestants will draw lots to be assigned to a work station,
where they may drop off their equipment.
The jury will perform an inspection of each contestant’s personal equipment. For safety and
fairness reasons, the jury has the final decision-making power in authorizing or forbidding the
use of these tool.
Day 1 (March 25th): The final task assignment will be provided to contestants as well as the
template and all of the equipment necessary to produce the article of clothing.
Contestants will have 3 hours and 30 minutes to work on their task.
Day 2 (March 26th): Contestants will have 2 hours and 30 minutes to complete the task.

4. Requirements


The collar and facings are thermobonded.



Thermobonding other locations is left to each contestant’s initiative.



The assemblies are serged and pressed.



The edges of the facings are serged.



The armhole assemblies are double serged.



The top of the pockets are serged and creased with stitches at the bottom of the
serging.



The bottoms of the sleeves and of the jacket are serged, creased and basted by hand.



All of the serging must be performed with colored thread (to be provided by the
organization).



The assembly order is left to the initiative of each contestant, as is the quality setting
and length of the stitch.

Provided equipment:


- The template with the seams,



- The materials (fabric, thermobond, threads)

After reading the task assignment, contestants are asked to:
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- Place and optimize the necessary length on the template,



- Notify the jury for evaluation,



- Cut the article of clothing,



- Produce the article of clothing.

5. Elements composing the article of clothing:
Indication Quantity Designation

Fabric

10

2

Collar top/bottom

9

1

Welt pocket

Cotton canvas

8

1

Facing

Cotton canvas

7

2

Pocket

Cotton canvas

6

2

Facing

Thermobonding cotton canvas

5

2

Under sleeve

Cotton canvas

4

2

Sleeve

Cotton canvas

3

2

Short side

Cotton canvas

2

2

Back

Cotton canvas

1

2

Front

Cotton canvas
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Thermobonding cotton canvas

N°

6. Evaluation criteria

Accuracy of the placement of template elements and quality of the cutting

Scoring scale
20

01 Logical placement of template elements, in the same direction

5.5

02 Respect of the straight grain

5.5

03 Exact number of elements

5.5

04 Optimization of materials

3.5

Presentation aspect of the piece of cloth, quality of the ironing

10

05 Aspect and feel

4

06 Ironing

4

07 Cleanliness (absence of superfluous threads)

2

Quality of the assemblies

42

08 Assembly front darts

2

09 Assembly side panel

2

10 Assembly shoulders

2

11 Assembly facing and symmetry

4

12 Assembly rear center

2

13 Rear slits and stay stitch

2

14 Assembly sleeves

2

15 Sleeves setting

3

16 Pocket top stitch

1

17 Installation pockets

4

18 Welt pocket

2

19 Sewing runners on collar and symmetry

2

20 Assembly collar

3

21 Topstitching collar

2

22 Understitching

1

23 Topstitching interior assembly

2

24 Topstitching armholes assembly

2

25 Topstitching bottom body

2

26 Topstitching bottom sleeves

1

27 Topstitching top pockets

1

Respect of the dimensions

18

28 Measurement length front darts

2

29 Measurement top pocket crease

1
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30 Measurement pocket width

1

31 Measurement pocket height

1

32 Measurement pockets compared to front

2

33 Measurement length rear center

2

34 Measurement overlap

2

35 Measurement height collar

2

36 Measurement height welt pocket

1

37 Measurement length shoulders

2

38 Measurement sleeves crease

1

39 Measurement bottom body crease

1

Embellishment

10

31 Adjustment length and quality of the stitches

2

32 Tacking bottom sleeves

4

38 Tacking bottom body

TOTAL POINTS

Abi wishes you a good competition!
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4
100

